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Weekly Skip Report- Week of October 25, 2021

Big shout out to the top performers this week!
Smitty's (E Hills Blvd. SE)
Smitty's (Main St. N)
Smitty's (48th Ave.)
Smitty's (18th St.)
Smitty's (Albert St. N)
Smitty's (Princess St.)

Calgary
Moose Jaw
Camrose
Brandon
Regina
Kingston

9.8
9.7
9.6
9.5
9.4
9.4

Company average is creeping back up, we are currently at 8.56, great work everyone!
Top Tips for delivery and takeout
1. In preparation for next week’s statutory holiday (Nov 11), consider using the free delivery
promotion to encourage a delivery app user to give you a try if they normally wouldn’t. Stat
holidays are typically already higher volume on the top 3 delivery platforms across Canada so
using a “fish where the fish are” approach by offering free delivery on a day where more users are
on the app should yield an increase in sales for that day.
2. Integration- if you are a location that is already using and paying for X-dine monthly the cost to
include integration of a delivery platform through x-dine is $25/month. There are several
advantages to using integration vs. manually ringing in orders
• In most markets in Canada the hourly server wage is $15 or is heading toward $15 in the
very near future, since moving to integration at the corporate location we no longer
schedule any additional FOH labor for delivery despite massive increases in delivery sales
in 2021. You will save more than the $25 integration fee in the first week of the month. On
busy delivery shifts you could easily have a server or supervisor standing in front of a POS
terminal ringing in delivery for 2 or more hours a day - with this integration the need for
those hours goes away.
• The number of errors ringing in orders goes away as the order simply goes into your
Squirrel system automatically and into the kitchen once you accept the order on the tablet.

•
•

You still can increase the prep time if needed the same as an order currently coming in
today without integration.
When you adjust your hours of operations etc… in x-dine it also adjusts your delivery
platforms at the same time
The menu programming for integrated locations is much faster and more accurate because
it is handled by Crystal internally and not at the mercy of the menu programmers in the
various delivery providers team. Right now, the wait can be as much as 3 weeks for a
change, and we are still dealing with errors from the last menu print in September on the
delivery platforms.

Yours truly,
SMITTY’S CANADA INC.

Jason Kaytor
Jason Kaytor
Vice President of Operations

